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Software subroutines for modeling
cardiac pressure-volume relationship
and coronary blood flow

Stanford researchers at the Taylor Lab have developed software subroutines that
can be used together with the open source software system Simvascular to improve
the simulation of blood flow in modeling coronary arteries. These subroutines
implement lumped parameter heart models and coronary boundary condition
models to three-dimensional finite element models of the aorta and coronary
arteries. These methods have been demonstrated to yield physiologically realistic
pressure and flow waveforms in coronary circulation and can be used for purposes of
understanding mechanisms of coronary artery disease, designing coronary devices
or planning interventions.

Related Technology from Taylor Lab:
S09-333 "Software subroutines to construct opensource software for comprehensive
cardiovascular modeling and simulation"

Applications
With open source Simvascular software - extends Simvascular to modeling
coronary artery blood flow and pressure
Research and education - e.g. understanding mechanisms of coronary artery
disease, designing coronary devices or planning interventions

Advantages
Enables non-invasive diagnostics of heart disease
Personalized medicine, specific to patient

http://simvascular.github.io
http://techfinder2.stanford.edu/technology_detail.php?ID=27894


Improves SimVascular software by modeling coronary artery blood flow and
pressure
More robust and numerically stable than existing methods
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